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Spring is upon us, and we are emerging out of the tight, allocated markets. Over the

past year, we saw increased inventory builds, shifts in capacity, and end users

exploring grade options to manage supply. As we continue to see changes in the

paper market, we believe our supercalendered grades will be in significant demand in

the second half of 2023 and beyond. That said, we can currently entertain new

business that we previously could not support.

Check out our Artisan SCA++ and Prominence Plus SCA+ specifications sheets below.

These grades are great alternatives to lightweight coated or coated groundwood

papers. Please get in touch with your Port Hawkesbury Paper Sales

Representative with inquiries or questions.   

Minister Grants Wind Project Approval

Port Hawkesbury Paper, through its sister organization, Port Hawkesbury Paper Wind

(PHP Wind), is building the 130-megawatt wind farm on lands in Guysborough County

that are currently under sustainable forest management license to Port Hawkesbury

Paper. The project will reduce the PHP facility’s carbon footprint and help reduce

energy costs to ensure a long-term future for one of the region’s largest employers.

The Minister of Environment and Climate Change has granted approval for the Goose

Harbour Lake Wind Farm Project. The rigorous Environmental Assessment (EA) process

is complete and will review the document’s recommendations and conditions to

develop further work plans.

More Information

Enhance Your Bookazines with

Port Hawkesbury's Supercalendered Papers

Bookazines can be even more effective when printed on high-quality papers like Port

Hawkesbury's Artisan SCA++. Our Artisan paper is known for high gloss, smooth finish,

and excellent printability, which can enhance the visual appeal of your bookazine and

make it stand out on the newsstand. Supercalendered papers also offer exceptional

runnability, which can help to speed up the printing process and lower production

costs. By using Port Hawkesbury's supercalendered papers, you can create bookazines

that are not only informative and engaging but also visually stunning and cost-

effective. Contact us to learn how our papers can help take your bookazines to the

next level.

Read our blog post on the bookazine market and why this is a great vehicle for

delivering high-quality content.

Read More About Bookazines

Available Products

We have refined our product lines, focusing on SCA++ and SCA+ grades in 30# to 55#

basis weights. Our SC products are comparable to coated groundwood papers and

provide an effective alternative in many applications - sure to meet your most

demanding needs. Looking for something specific? Check out our Artisan and

Prominence Plus papers for more information.

Artisan - SCA++

Our Artisan grade is a high-quality paper,

perfect for catalogs, publications, and

other commercial printing needs. It is

made from premium quality wood fibers,

which ensure that your printed materials

have a smooth finish, sharp images, and

vibrant colors. With Artisan, printed

materials will stand out from the

competition and make a lasting

impression on your customers. Get the

specs.

Prominence Plus SCA+

Our Prominence Plus product is a premium

supercalendered paper, ideal for high-end

commercial printing. It is specially

designed to handle heavy ink coverage,

making it perfect for printing high-

resolution images and graphics. With

Prominence Plus, you can be confident

that your printed materials will have a

professional look and feel that will

impress your customers and enhance your

brand's image. Get the specs.

See how these papers perform by requesting samples.

Request a Sample

Printing & Writing Paper News

Announcements & Capacity Changes - March 2023

Pactiv Evergreen to Close Canton, North Carolina, Pulp and Paper Mill

UPM to Reduce Uncoated Paper and Newsprint Manufacturing Capacity in

Europe

Paper Excellence Finalizes Acquisition of Resolute

Be sure to connect with us on social
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